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From the editor:

Welcome to the 2017 Fall edition of
Edge of the Wild! Arguably the most
trekking-inclined season of the year,
fall presents many unique opportunities for getting outside.
As we continue to unpack what it
means to truly be one of the Free
Peoples living in Middle-earth, we
now turn east to Esgaroth upon the
Long Lake. Our research looks deeper into who these people were, and
what their day-to-day would really
have been like, from crafts to careers.
We hope you enjoy, and thank you for
reading!
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The streams shall run in gladness

The lakes shall shine and burn

All sorrow fail and sadness

At the mountain-king’s return!

-The Hobbit, Chapter 10: A Warm Welcome
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Pick a Persona: Lake-town
A. Hollis

When thinking of Lake-town’s food, two provisions
immediately come to mind. First, as an aquatic culture, Fishermen would be essential for their survival
(requiring hooks, nets, rope, etc). Second, we are told
that these Men are responsible for baking that most
excellent of chewing-exercises, cram (5)! Therefore,
a cram-Baker impression would be perfect for someone with an interest in learning period cooking tech-Like all of Tolkien’s cultures (excepting the Woses
niques! (See recipe on page 8).
and Dwarves), the Lake-men are agriculturalists, and
we are told that “…their woods and fields and pas-From Tolkien’s illustration of Lake-town, we can see
tures and cattle” are kept along the shores of the Long
that all the boatmen pictured appear to wear pointed
Lake (1); as with the Bree-land,
hats. While we don’t know any details of their conFarmer or Herdsman persona would be right at
struction (fur-lined leather? Felted wool?), it suggests
home in Lake-town.
that a Hatter played at least some part in their econo-As with Bree, location is everything, and Lake-town’s my (6).
We

now continue our exploration of the ‘common’
side of Middle-earth by turning our attention to the
Mannish sphere of northeastern Wilderland, and the
trading center of Lake-town (the town of Dale will be
covered to flesh out the future column dealing with
Dwarves).

success is based around commerce, and so
a Merchant persona based here would be quite appropriate. We are told that Lake-town is built around
a “market-pool” (2), and the town still seems to be
doing well, considering the lack of traffic from Dale
and Erebor, likely due to trade with cultures ‘off the
map’ to the East and South along the River Running
(Celduin), although it is possible (depending on your
reading) that Lake-town is also involved in distant
commerce with Gondor (3).
-As might be expected of a culture whose economy
revolves around water, Boatbuilding is a key part of
their economy, as is a healthy barrel-based trade with
the elves of Mirkwood (and possibly other groups as
well), requiring significant Cooperage (4).

-Since we know (from text and image) that the town,
boats, and barrels are all made of wood,
a Woodworker would have plenty of opportunities! It
is especially easy to imagine timber (oaks and beeches
from eastern Mirkwood) being floated down the Forest River to the Long Lake (for an in-depth exploration of this topic, see “Lake-town Logging” on the
following page). A smaller—but no less essential—
trade one could demonstrate might be carving oars,
paddles, or even poles for Lake-town’s Boatmen and Raft-men!

-There are few clues in the text for how Lake-town is
constructed, but we are told that during Smaug’s attack, “Fire leaped from thatched roofs and wooden
beam-ends …”(7). From this, it seems likely that
a Thatcher would be a necessary trade, and an interesting one to learn as part of a Lake-town persona.
-Finally, we are told that when they head to the Lonely Mountain, Thorin’s dwarves “brought picks and
tools of many sorts from Lake-town...”, and these tools
are stated to have steel heads (8). Therefore, it would
seem that (despite the fire hazard!)
a Blacksmith would also have been found in the
Lake-town economy.
References:
(1) The Hobbit Chapter 14
(2) TH 10, 14
(3) TH 10
(4) TH 9
(5) TH 13
(6) Hammond and Scull: J.R.R. Tolkien: Artist & Illustrator, Plate 127.
(7) TH 14
(8) TH 11
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Lake-town Logging

G. Lammers

The main town description says “forest trees” as a nonspecific source of the wood. Based on the path of the
rivers feeding the lake, there are two options. The most
likely (and obvious) would be assuming that the forest
referenced would be the nearby Mirkwood. The previously mentioned presence of Oak and Beech trees there,
however, leave a small something to be desired when
thinking of acquiring and working with logs for pilings
to support the town. Though Oak and Beech can, and
often do, grow fairly straight (and massive!) given a
tightly forested scenario where all trees compete in
height rather than breadth for sunlight, this is not the
case in Mirkwood. The Dwarves are able, despite their
lack of height, to get Bilbo (also a short fellow) into the
branches of an “enormous oak” (Ch. 8, p. 135). We are
talking about trees which begin branching surprisingly
close to the ground. This is further supported by Fili’s
ability to throw a rope with a hook on one end across a
stream hastily estimated to be twelve yards across and
get it caught on a tree-branch (Ch. 8, p. 132)…no small
feat. The branches, by-and-large in Mirkwood, are low,
which generally will make for knotty trunks that do not
necessarily grow in the straight lines pictured in Tolkien’s own drawing of Lake-town. Useful timber, but
not necessarily our pilings. Still, there is hope.

So little is known about the everyday life of those living

in Lake-town, but much can be inferred. Tolkien was
surprisingly descriptive of their small economy based
around trade between Thranduil’s folk, Lake-town,
and—depending on your reading—Gondor and/or other cultures further down the River Running. However,
other than some basic rudimentary trades such as fishing
and barrel-making, there isn’t much in Lake-town, seemingly, to occupy one’s time.
However, we have one reference that has constantly
tugged at my mind from Lake-town: the description of
the town’s physical supports:
”It was not built on the shore, though there were a few huts and
buildings there, but right out on the surface of the lake, protected
from the swirl of the entering river by a promontory of rock which
formed a calm bay. A great bridge made of wood ran out to where
on huge piles made of forest trees was built a busy wooden town,
not a town of elves but of Men, who still dared to dwell here under
the shadow of the distant dragon-mountain.” (The Hobbit,
Chapter 10, p. 173).
Here we have a clear depiction of a town built like we
would envision a modern-day dock or pier: large wooden posts (see: piles) set on the lake bottom supporting a
wood-based town. Indeed, there even appears to have
been more to the town once: “The rotting piles of a
greater town could still be seen along the shores when
the waters sank in a drought.” However, wood does not
rot in water only due to disuse or extreme age. Our
modern-day pilings are treated in various ways to prevent rot, but even naturally-occurring tar and other
agents available within assumed local levels of technology could not prevent the structural compromise of the
town’s physical supports indefinitely, so the piles must
be somewhat routinely replaced.

“The pines were roaring on the height” (Ch. 1, p. 15).

This description from the Dwarves’ song in Bag-end
refers to the trees surrounding the Lonely Mountain
specifically. Being a mountain at high elevation, sparse
conifers would be likely, so the reference fits logic.
However, most of the mountain is described as bare and
rocky (and Tolkien’s own illustrations of the mountain
are completely devoid of trees). The pines could be no
longer present: “The mountain’s sides were green with
woods and all the sheltered valley rich and pleasant in
the days when the bells rang in that town.” (Ch. 11, p.
183) Alternatively, they may simply be no longer up
From where, then, and how, would simple fishermen
high on the foothills of the mountain. Given the high
and barrel-makers, among other assumed tradesmen,
latitude this rather Alpine region exists in, they may very
acquire the timbers necessary to maintain a sizeable vil- well continue down to the northern end of the lake,
lage on supports like this?
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So we know, plausibly, that the Lake-men have access to straight-growing trees…but who
says they’re capable of such an operation? This brings us back to our initial topic: trades
within the lake community. I believe that there was a sizeable contingent of early loggers
living at Lake-town. This would make the routine repair of their village (the very nature of
which would require it) something they would not need to outsource to the Elves or to
Gondor; a venture which would be rather cost-prohibitive. In addition, it would give
them something to trade with, as an export they could handle well, given their strategic
position on a waterway. And ah! We have some “proof!”
“Their plans were soon made. With the women and the children, the old and the unfit, the Master remained behind; and with him were some men of crafts and many skilled elves; and they busied themselves felling trees, and collecting the timber sent down from the Forest. Then they set
about raising many huts by the shore against the oncoming winter; and also under the Master's direction
they began the planning of a new town, designed more fair and large even than before, but not in the same
place.” (Ch. 14, pp. 228-229).
Within this passage, there is proof of some timber-craft within the circles of Lake-town, as
well as a pre-existing supply of timber cut from the borders of Mirkwood and sent down
the forest-river. They don’t have to barter for this timber, or ask permission; I suspect it is
already theirs.
Now, if one were to stretch their imagination a tad bit further, a town whose economy in
years past was intertwined with the prior Dwarven occupants of the Mountain might very
well still hold onto a few well-made tools from those former days. In short, I suspect that
there may very well be professional loggers living in Lake-town carrying Dwarvish felling
axes.
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Visualizing the Text: Watercraft of Lake-town
A. Hollis

“From Lake-town the barrels were brought up the Forest Riv- shaped prow.

er. Often they were just tied together like big rafts and poled or The “Lake-town” boats are also relatively small when
rowed up the stream; sometimes they were loaded on to flat compared to historic longships—boat #1 appears to
be no more than 8 meters long (based on the preboats.”
“As soon as the raft of barrels came in sight boats rowed out sumed height of the coxswain at the rudder)! It is unclear, given the perspective and level of detail in Tolfrom the piles of the town, and voices hailed the raft-steerers.”
kien’s vignette, but to my eyes boat #1 also seems to
“…three large boats left Lake-town, laden with rowers, dwahave a different hull shape than a longship, especially
rves, Mr. Baggins, and many provisions. … The white oars
given the outward-projecting prow and stern at the
dipped and splashed, and off they went north up the lake on the
waterline; this suggests a flat-bottomed, bowl-shaped
last stage of their long journey.” (The Hobbit Ch 10)
cross-section more like a canoe, widest not at the gunIt is interesting that while many of the cultures in his wales but at the waterline:
world—Corsairs, Numenoreans in the Second Age,
riverside Hobbits, and Elves throughout—use watercraft, the largest number depicted by Tolkien himself
are in the Lake-town cultural sphere—one appears in
his painting “Bilbo Comes To the Huts of the Raftelves” and four (possibly five) appear in his illustration “Lake-town”.
As Tolkien drew them, the boats of Lake-town appear
to be roughly inspired by ‘Viking’ longships, though
there are several differences.

However, this shape may have proved useful, allowing
for increased cargo capacity which would certainly
come in handy in commerce with the kingdom of
Dale, following its reestablishment post-2941 TA.
Lake-town’s boats are always shown and described by
Tolkien as powered by oars, never sails. If we treat his
illustration as reliable, then we can also gather that
each of the four rowers pictured would be responsible
for a pair of oars—in other words, sculling instead of
sweep-rowing. This seems most efficient given the
small size of their craft (which seem too small to carry
one rower for each oar as in a galley).

Based on boat #1, like longships, Lake-town’s craft
seem to be made of overlapping planks (clinker-built),
as opposed to something like large dugouts or hidecovered boats. Oak was the preferred wood of the
Norse for shipbuilding, and this may have been true
for the Lake-men too, given the close availability of
oaks in eastern Mirkwood.
However, the boats of Lake-town are not doubleended as Norse longships were—the two rowed boats
in “Lake-town” each have a single, distinctly animal6

A third boat can be glimpsed in “Lake-town”, tied up
at the bottom of a ladder to the left of the entrance to
the ‘market-pool’. This boat seems much smaller than
boats #1 and #2, and appears to be more of a standard rowboat design, possibly for more utilitarian uses
like net-fishing.

I base this on the fact that in The Hobbit it is the
elves, not Lake-men, who are depicted as responsible
for shipping barrels along the Forest River; and also
because—based on size of the barrels next to him—
this figure appears to be much, much taller than a normal Man! The craft he is standing on gives us an idea
what the ‘flat boats’ used to transport barrels may
have looked like; it is much more basic than what
some may picture—less a proper barge and more
simply a floating platform! While it is unclear what the
raft is floating upon—barrels or round sections of
logs?—I think that using empty barrels as floats to
transport full barrels on top of the platform seems
more practical.

A possible fourth boat may be seen under the entrance
to the market-pool. It is difficult to see, but appears as
a heavy dark line with pointed bumps on top. If we
imagine this is a watercraft and not just a bit of architectural detail, it would be a very low-profile craft, almost like a shell used in competitive sculling!

In the foreground, Tolkien gives us a clear view of a
raft being poled by what must be one of the ‘raft- As I have hopefully demonstrated here, in order for
elves’ of eastern Mirkwood.
us to get the most complete and accurate vision of
Tolkien’s world, we must—like reenactors of other
historic periods—be prepared to draw from any and
all available resources. A careful and critical investigation should not be limited to the Professor’s written
descriptions, but should also include his images, supplementing these with knowledge of real-world history when appropriate.

Hand-Sewing Tips
When sewing with linen, it can be difficult to cut

straight, parallel with the woven threads, to avoid having edges that unravel. To square up your cuts with
the material, mark the edge where you need your cut
to begin, and then pull a thread out along the entire
length of the fabric. Yes, you are actually removing a
single thread from the weave. This will leave a very
clear mark to follow with your scissors that is perfectly
square to the weave of the fabric. You can do this in
both directions to achieve a perfectly square corner for
your project.
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Lake-man’s

Cram

One foodstuff we know is associated with the Lake-

A. Hollis

Ingredients:

town cultural sphere is cram, which can be assumed,
based on the narrator’s description in The Hobbit, to
be a sort of hardtack:

4 cup whole wheat flour (using something like Spelt
will better approximate the ancient agriculture of Middle-earth)

“…they rested for a while and had such a breakfast as they
could, chiefly cram and water. (If you want to know what
cram is, I can only say that I don't know the recipe; but it is
biscuitish, keeps good indefinitely, is supposed to be sustaining,
and is certainly not entertaining, being in fact very uninteresting
except as a chewing exercise. It was made by the Lake-men for
long journeys).”
The Hobbit, Chapter 13: Not At Home

1 teaspoon sea salt
1 ¼ cup whole milk (the fresher the better!)

¼ cup honey
Simply combine all ingredients together in a bowl to
form a thick, dense dough. With a floured rolling pin,
roll out to ¼”-3/8” thickness, and then cut into
squares or circles of around 3”. This recipe should
make about 30 biscuits.
Bake at 325° Fahrenheit for 25-35 minutes (depending
on thickness), or until crispy or golden brown. These
are obviously best when fresh, though the simplicity
of ingredients means they don’t really ‘go bad’, they
just become extra hard: be sure to soften in water before eating, or you may risk chipping a tooth!

We are also told in Lord of the Rings Book II: Chapter 8 that cram is also made by the Men of Dale “for
journeys in the wild,” but the exact division between
Lake-men and Dale-men is unclear.
This recipe I originally learned as a Swedish hardtack,
and I have used it with slight variations for many
years. (To represent the shared culture of Tolkien’s
Northmen, I modify it for common Beorning purposes
by increasing the honey, and replacing some of the
wheat flour with acorn flour).
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Society News

Fall is a wonderful time of year! Our members, contributors, and editors
have been busy with countless projects for the betterment of historical Middle-earth re-creation. We hope you have enjoyed leafing through this edition
of Edge of the Wild as much as our own Tungo Boffin (above) enjoyed his
day of nettle-harvesting.
If you are interested in receiving FREE future installments of Edge of the
Wild (four seasonal issues per year), please send your request to:
middleearthreenactmentsociety@gmail.com
The Middle-earth Reenactment Society is dedicated to the furthering of J.R.R. Tolkien cultural studies,
within the framework of ‘historical’ reenactment. We exist to recreate the cultures of Middle-earth in both
form and function, and to mold ourselves into peoples fitting to associate with and live as these fully-realized
cultures. A part of the online Tolkien re-creation community found at middleearthrangers.org, the Society
publishes an online periodical titled ‘Edge of the Wild’, showcasing new research, methods, materials, and
instructional articles, and meets throughout the year at various sites deemed ‘wild’ enough to still capture the
reality and imagination of the wild lands envisioned within the pages of J.R.R. Tolkien’s works.
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